Abstract-Anti-submarine warfare(ASW) is a critical challenge for maintaining a fleet presence in hostile areas. Technology advancement has allowed submarines to evade standard sonar detection. A viable alternative is to place magnetic or acoustic sensors in close proximity to possible underwater pathways of submarines. This approach may require deploying large-scale underwater sensor networks to form 3-dimensional barriers.
I. INTRODUCTION
ASW is a critical challenge for maintaining a fleet presence in hostile areas. International submarine sales on today's markets are not covered by any nonproliferation treaty, making it possible for nation states, organizations, or even individuals with sufficient resources to purchase submarines. Some of these submarines are capable of launching cruise missiles to deliver conventional, nuclear, chemical, or biological payloads [1] . Drug traffickers have, also, used submarines to smuggle illegal drugs into the US. The Washington Post reported that a total of thirteen submersible vessels of this kind were captured in 2007 [2] , while many more were believed to have evaded US coastal patrols.
To make things worse, recent technology advances have made it possible for submarines to evade standard sonar detection [3] . In particular, submarine hulls can be fitted with rubber anti-SONAR protection tiles to thwart active SONAR detection. These rubber tiles, also, dampen intra-submarine noise to thwart passive acoustic detection at a distance.
Thus, finding alternative ways to detect submarines becomes an important and timely problem. Using magnetic or acoustic sensors in close proximity to the possible underwater pathways of submarines is a viable new approach. Recent advances in micro electro-mechanical systems and communication hardware have made this approach more reliable and relatively inexpensive with a decreased power consumption [4] . Largescale deployments of underwater wireless sensor networks are expected to become a reality in the near future. These deployments may occur by dispersal from an aircraft or artillery ordinance. Sensors with different buoyancy may submerge to different depths. A sensor node may be equipped with a small ballast tank to control its weight and obtain different buoyancy. Such deployment strategies can deploy many sensors over a vast space quickly, but limit the control of sensor placement.
We want to form a barrier in a sensor network to detect moving objects. In 2-dimensional (2D) terrestrial strip sensor networks, a barrier is a chain of sensors from one end of the strip to the other end with overlapping sensing zones of adjacent sensors. No moving objects, regardless which paths they choose to pass through, can cross the chain undetected. In 3-dimensional (3D) underwater sensor networks, however, forming a barrier is much more subtle. For example, even if an unbroken chain of overlapping sensor zones between two opposing sides exists in a cuboid, intruders may still be able to pass under or over such a chain without being detected. Thus, an overlapping sensor chain no longer constitutes a barrier in a 3D space. Instead, a barrier in a 3D space should be a set of sensors with overlapping sensing zones of adjacent sensors that covers an entire (curly) surface that cuts across the space.
The goal of our research is to construct a 3D barrier that is scalable for large scale coastline protection in a timely fashion. As underwater movement is very power intensive our solution should minimize the maximal travel distance required of any sensor comprising our barrier. This will maximize the residual energy and allow for a longer area coverage period.
In order to form an underwater water barrier we plan on deploying sensors to set of predefined fixed grid points based on the sensor's detection radius. Such a deployment create a vertical barrier with no holes.
We assign and ultimately move sensors to grid positions based on grid-matching using the Hungarian method, a classic centralized approach. Through simulation we develop a rough lower bound on the maximum travel distance any one sensor needs to travel. This also gives us an upper bound on the computation time. No approximate solution should take longer than an optimal solution.
We first consider using a centralized approximate solution based on auction theory to reduce the computation cost. In many scenarios auctions provide a computationally feasible alternative to the optimal solution. We compare the performance characteristics of the auction based approach to the optimal approach. We show that for our application auction algorithms provide desirable tradeoffs between computation time and maximum travel distance.
We finally consider a fully decentralized underwater sensor network where nodes must coordinate with each other and use auctions to construct a barrier. We break the barrier surface up into discrete zones. Each zone will elect a leader. The leader will coordinate an auction among available local sensors and their movement to their final positions.
Underwater 3D sensor networking is not a mature research area. We present the first set of results for constructing a barrier to detect intruding submarines in a 3D sensor network where sensor nodes are distributed uniformly at random modeled by a Poisson Point Process.
We show that a barrier in such a 3D sensor network for a finite density of sensors is unlikely to exist. This suggests the necessity to deploy sensors with at least limited mobility. Minimizing the energy consumed by the movement of underwater sensors is an important issue since solar panels may not be applicable for submerged sensors.
We compare the optimal centralized approach, to an centralized approximation, and finally to a decentralized approximation. We also analyze how environmental parameters and sensor density impact our barrier construction. Specifically we show the paremeters affect total time for construction and maximal movement required by sensors. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review work related to our research. In Section III, we develop our network model. Then we demonstrate our results for strong barrier coverage on 3D sensor networks and introduce the notion of stealth distance for 3D sensor networks. In Section IV, we describe our approach to mitigating issues raised in the previous section. We simulate and compare the centralized optimal solution based on the Hungarian method with the approximate solution based on Auction algorithms. In Section V, we develop a fully decentralized solution based on auction algorithms to construct a barrier in a timely manner while limiting the maximum movement required by any one sensor. In Section VI, we discuss our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of area coverage for wireless sensor networks has been studied intensively since earlier in the 1990's. Coverage of a grid-based sensor network was considered in [5] . The authors derived requirements for the sensing range and sensors failure rates to cover fully a given area.
The problem of covering an arbitrary number of points with at least k sensors is known as the k-Coverage Problem and has been studied by several authors (see, e.g. [6] - [8] ). Research has been conducted to understand the relationship between area coverage and network connectivity [9] , [10] .
The notion of barrier coverage, whose goal is to arrange sensors to detect intruders passing through a region, was first introduced in the context of cooperating robots for military applications and has been extensively studied recently for various scenarios [11] - [19] . Examination of an intruder's ability to navigate through a sensor field undetected is a well studied problem [20] - [24] . Determining if within a belt region that an intruder would be detected by at least k sensors is known as the k-Barrier Coverage Problem [25] . The authors proposed algorithms to determine if a region is k-barrier covered, established deployment pattern to guarantee k-barrier coverage, and derived conditions of k-barrier coverage in a randomly deployed sensor network.
Covering a set of points to minimize the number of sensors employed to cover the area or maximize network lifetime is known as the Point Cover Problem and has been studied in [26] . The average distance an intruder can move through a 2D sensor field without being detected has been developed into a quality of surveillance metric [27] .
Although not in the context of barrier coverage, the authors of [28] reference the use of magnetometer enabled motes to detect moving submarines at distances of several hundred meters. This seems reasonable given the sensitivity required to detect submarines using magnetometers and the capabilities of magnetometer-based sensor boards for motes [29] , [30] .
Underwater sensor networks has recently been an active area for research. As previously stated, new threats [2] and new technologies [2] have given researchers the required impetus to research in this area. However, the economics of ocean operations is a significant hurdle in the demonstration of viable systems. Three of the major economic components of sensor networks are fabrication, deployment, and recovery [31] . Fabrication of underwater components is expensive. Components are exposed to corrosive sea water, must be able to withstand high water pressure, and be resilient to constant movement. Currently, the most common deployment mechanism involves using ships or airplanes to deliver sensors to the deployment zone. Finally, although current low cost technologies make it possible to deploy underwater sensors, most are simply too expensive and potentially too sensitive to be abandoned at sea. Corrosion and fouling can often lead to the requirement for sensor maintenance. Frequently, this requires the use of ships to once again collect the devices.
There are many open research areas when it comes to underwater networking. The authors of [32] point out that the acoustic communications channel is filled with technical challenges. The available bandwidth is very limited and is impacted by multi-path and fading [33] , [34] . Propagation delay is roughly 1500m/s which significantly impacts many traditional MAC layer communications strategies [35] . Cross layer optimizations for improved application performance are open issues [36] , [37] .
Auction algorithms were introduced in 1987 as approximate solutions to the assignment problem [38] , which creates a one-to-one mapping between equinumerous sets. They were extended to provide approximate optimal solutions to the transportation problem, where the cardinality of the two sets are different [39] . The author exploits a mechanism which allows him to create equinumerous sets from his data. Later, auction algorithms were extended to run in massive architectures [40] . Since that early work, they have been used in a variety of research activities from task allocation for robots moving objects to peer-to-peer satellite refueling [41] [42] .
III. NETWORK MODEL OF 3-DIMENSIONAL BARRIERS

A. Network Model
We consider a sensor network consisting of sensors deployed in a large-scale 3D rectangular cuboid. For the initial configuration, we assume that the locations of these sensors are uniformly and independently distributed in the cuboid. Such a random initial deployment is desirable in scenarios where prior knowledge of the region of interest is not available. This may be the result of certain deployment strategies. Under this assumption, the sensor locations can be modeled by a stationary 3D Poisson Point Process. The density of the underlying Poisson Point Process is denoted by λ. The number of sensors, N (R) located in a 3D region R, follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λ R , where R represents the volume of the region. We have
We assume that each sensor can sense the environment and detect intruders in the 3D sphere of radius r. A point is said to be covered by a sensor if it is located in the sensing sphere of the sensor. The sensor network is partitioned into two parts: the covered space, which is the space covered by at least one sensor; and the uncovered space, which is the complement of the covered space. An intruder is said to be detected if its path lies within the covered space.
In reality, the sensing range of a sensor is usually not of a spherical shape due to hardware and environmental factors. Nevertheless, the sphere model can be used to approximate the real sensing range and provide bounds for the real case. For example, the irregular sensing area of a sensor can be lower and upper bounded by its maximum inscribed and minimum circumscribed circles, respectively.
For the rest of this paper, the shorthand X ∼ exp(µ) stands for P(X < x) = 1 − exp(−µx), i.e., X is a random variable exponentially distributed with parameter µ. 
B. 3D Sensor Barriers
In a 2D sensor network on a strip area, the barrier is directly related to the percolation of the network model [12] , [24] . These connected sensor clusters act as "trip wires" to detect any crossing intruders as shown in Figure 1 .
In a 3D sensor network, however, a sensor cluster connecting the opposite surfaces of the cuboid no longer constitutes a barrier that can detect crossing intruders. There could be "holes" where an intruder can cross the cuboid undetected. Percolation of sensors no longer provides barrier coverage and intruders can evade detection via the uncovered space. Figure  2 illustrates this effect, where the figure at the right-hand side shows the projection of the 3D cuboid in the direction of the arrow. We consider a 3D cuboid of size l×w×d, where l, w, and d denote the length, width, and depth of the cuboid, respectively. A crossing path is a path that connects one surface of the cuboid to the opposite surface, where the ingress point and the egress point reside on two opposite surfaces of the cuboid. A crossing path is said to be covered if it intercepts at least one sensor. Intruders moving along covered crossing paths will be detected. A network provides a barrier, if any crossing path attempted by an intruder results in its being detected. A 3D sensor network is said to have a barrier in a specific direction if any crossing path intersecting the two surfaces perpendicular to the direction goes through the sensing zone of at least one sensor.
Theorem 1: A 3D sensor network is said to be k-barrier covered in a particular direction if
where cp is any crossing path in the direction of interest.
Without loss of generality, we assume that intruders attempt to penetrate the cuboid in the direction of depth. Clearly, to form a 3D barrier requires a continuous surface that is fully covered by sensors. The following theorem characterizes the existence of 3D space barriers. Proof. Projecting the 3D cuboid in the direction of the cuboid depth results in a 2D surface of size l × w. After the projection, a "barrier tunnel" in the original 3D cuboid where an intruder can pass through may not be present in the projected 2D surface. Figure 3 shows two different projections of four sensors deployed in a 3D environment. On the left-hand side, we can see clearly a hole that can be used by an intruder to cross undetected. However, in the projection at the righthand side, no hole is seen. Therefore, the barrier coverage of the 3D cuboid is bounded above by the barrier coverage of its projected 2D surface. If an intruder can penetrate the projected 2D surface undetected then there exists for sure an uncovered crossing path in the 3D cuboid.
In the asymptotic case, when l, w → ∞, the sensors on the projected 2D surface follow the Poisson point process distribution of density λd, with each point occupied by a disk of radius r. The fraction of the area that is covered in the projected 2D surface, f a , can be readily obtained using the result of [12] [Theorem 1]. That is,
Therefore, there is uncovered area in the projected 2D surface for finite sensor density and cuboid depth. An uncovered area in the project 2D surface corresponds to a "barrier tunnel" in the original 3D space where an intruder can pass through undetected. As a result, there is no barrier in the original 3D cuboid in the direction of depth. Simply stated, we can always make the cuboid large enough to create a hole for any fixed number of sensors. 2
C. Stealth Distance in 3D Sensor Networks
In a wireless sensor network, as it moves across the network, an intruder will be detected whenever its path intersects with the sensing sphere of a sensor. It is interesting to investigate the distance an intruder travels before first being detected by sensors. This distance, referred to as the stealth distance and defined below, measures the intrusion detection performance of the sensor network. process of density λ. Assuming that an intruder is initially undetected and moves in a random direction along a straight line. The stealth distance of the intruder, X, is defined as the distance it travels before it is first detected by any sensor.
The notion of stealth distance was introduced in [27] , and the authors derived an approximation of the expected stealth distance for 2D sensor networks. In the following theorem, we characterize the distribution of the stealth distance in a 3D sensor network. The distribution of the stealth distance in a 2D sensor network can be obtained similarly.
Theorem 3: In a 3D sensor network where sensors are distributed according to a Poisson point process of density λ, the stealth distance of an intruder, denoted by X, follows an exponential distribution with parameter λπr 2 , i.e.,
(2) Proof: We first show that for an intruder moving on a straight line in a random direction, the sequence of distances at which the intruder intersects the sensing sphere of a new sensor forms a Poisson process of intensity λπr 2 . Let V (l 1 , l 2 ) denote the 3D region newly covered by the intruder when it moves on the straight line from location l 1 to location l 2 , whose volume is denoted by ||V (l 1 , l 2 )||. The projection of the volume is illustrated in Figure 5 .
We show that the number of sensors whose sensing spheres intersect the intruder within interval [l 1 , l 2 ] is Poisson distributed with parameter
The probability that a sensor initially located at point x ∈ I R 3 intersects the intruder within the moving interval
. This probability only depends on the direction and moving distance of the intruder. In particular, it does not depend on the initial Poisson process giving the positions of the sensors. We can thus define a thinned Poisson point process Φ(l 1 , l 2 ) by selecting the sensors whose sensing spheres will intersect the intruder within the
. This is a non-uniform process with density
Note that Φ(l 1 , l 2 ) is a set of points and the number of points contained in it, denoted by |Φ(l 1 , l 2 )|, is a random variable. The number of sensors whose sensing spheres intersect the intruder within interval [l 1 , l 2 ] is equal to the number of points in the thinned process, which follows the Poisson distribution with mean
where 1 {·} denotes the indicator function of the event {·}. Furthermore, it is straightforward to see that
We note that sensors whose sensing spheres intersect the intruder within disjoint moving intervals are independent. This is because if
Thus, the sequence of distances at which the intruder intersects the sensing spheres of a new sensor is a Poisson process of intensity λπr 2 . When the intruder intersects the sensing sphere of a sensor, it is immediately covered by the sensor until it moves out of the covering sphere of the sensor. There is no constraint on the number of sensors covering the intruder. Therefore, the covered/uncovered sequence experienced by the intruder can be seen as a M/G/∞ queuing process, where the service time is the time duration that the intruder is covered by a sensor until it moves out of the sensors covering sphere. The idle period of the M/G/∞ queue corresponds to the time duration that the point is not covered. Idle periods in such queues have exponentially distributed durations [43] . Therefore, we have
2 It follows from Theorem 3 that the expected stealth distance of a randomly located intruder is
which is inversely proportional to the sensor density (λ) and the projected area of the sensing sphere (πr 2 ). Therefore, in order to shorten the stealth distance of an intruder, one can add more sensors, or use sensors with larger sensing range. To guarantee that the expected stealth distance of an intruder be smaller than a specific threshold l 0 , we should have
The above relationship between the stealth distance and the deployment parameters (sensor density and sensing range) provides important guidelines to the planning of sensor networks for intrusion detection.
IV. CENTRALIZED SOLUTION
We believe simulation is a valid mechanism for vetting concepts in the construction of large 3D barriers. This is because there are many issues in developing for the deployment of large-scale sensor networks. Here is short list of some of the major issues researchers will face: conducting networking experiments that are too time consuming, too expensive to do in real life, or where there is limited availability of components.
The first step in constructing our 3D barrier is the development of some basic intuitions about the nature of the problem. Our first question is "What is the time complexity needed to construct the optimal assignment for varying sizes of sensor fields?". The optimal solution will give an upper bound on the time complexity allowed to construct approximate solutions. Our second question is "What is the maximum travel distance required of any sensor in the optimal solution and how does it change for varying sizes of sensor fields?". This allows us to understand the movement distance requirements that must be placed on sensors during deployments. It also allows us to compare approximate solutions to the optimal solution. This section analyzes the optimal solution and offers an alternative approximate solution that preserves the maximal travel distance while offering a considerable time complexity improvement.
A. Moving Barriers
The results in the previous section show that barriers in a 3D network are unlikely to exist with Poisson distributed stationary emplacement sensors. To overcome this obstacle, we propose to use mobile sensors to form a barrier. To accomplish this task, we require that sensors have the following three features:
• X, Y, Z positional control -Be able to move across the surface of the ocean and also to different depths.
• Radio based communications -Be able to communicate in an untethered manner.
• Localization -Be able to identify their own X, Y, Z position to some degree of certainty. We note that sensors may be able to localize their own positions, after their deployment, using a set of anchor nodes. Each of the anchor nodes is equipped with an underwater acoustic modem that submerges in the water, and a GPS that stays on the water surface. The GPS provides the location information of the node. An underwater sensor may communicate with a set of anchor nodes through their underwater acoustic modems and use the propagation delays of acoustic signals and the locations of the anchor nodes to calculate its location.
We propose a three phased approach for constructing a 3D barrier, which minimizes the max energy used by any sensor: 1) Find an optimal vertical plane at which the sensors will form a grid-based barrier as shown in Figure 6 . 2) For each sensor, identify its best grid-based assignment as shown in Phase two example where sensors S 1 −S 3 derive the same utility U , from being assigned to G 1 or G 3 . All receive a minute utility (.1U ), from being assigned to G 2 . S 0 does not have the energy to move to any grid point other than S 0 . An auction occurs to assign
B. Finding the optimal barrier location
Suppose as in Figure 6 an airplane drops a set of mobile sensors such that plane X is parallel to the coast line to be protected. The sensors must move to some plane X, such that X minimizes the energy expended by any one sensor. For this calculation, we are assuming that the sensors will only be moving in one direction to approach the X location.
Suppose X represents the optimal line for each of the m sensors to approach. Let d(x i , x) be |x − x i | the distance traveled by any sensor s i in the direction of X. We are attempting to minimize the maximal distance traveled by any sensor. To accomplish this let x = (max x i − min x i )/2, then the maximum distance any one sensor travels is minimized. In Figure 6 , all the sensors will move to the line X = 5. It is straightforward to show that X must be somewhere inside the set x-coordinates of the sensors. As any two sensors move to meet one another, the total distance they travel is the distance between them. Thus, the sensors on either edge move the farthest, and half the distance between them minimizes the maximum distance any one sensor moves.
C. Optimal assignment of sensors to grid points
Assigning n sensors to n grid positions is related to the Assignment Problem, where we would seek a one-to-one matching between sensors and grid positions. The cost of each possible matching is the energy required to move the sensor to a grid point. A classic optimal solution is the Hungarian Method and can be computed in O(n 3 ), where n is the number of sensors [44] . It produces an one-to-one assignment which minimizes the total energy expended.
However, in our context, we are looking to minimize the maximal amount of energy drain any one sensor incurs moving to a grid position. This will maximize the network lifetime. Let k be the maximal travel distance we allow any sensor to travel for moving to cover a grid position. We seek to find the smallest value of k such that each sensor expends at most k, yet all sensors can move to cover a grid position.
We can apply the Hungarian Method to compute k. Assume we have a function HungarianK(S, G, k) → Assignment, k . This function takes a list of sensor positions S, a list of grid positions G which are to be covered, a maximal value k, and computes a feasible assignment. If all the edges in the intermediate result do not exceed k then the assignment is returned otherwise the empty-set is returned. In addition k represents the largest edge found in the assignment.
With this new function a centralized solution can be accomplished at a central node as follows. Sensors transmit positional information to a central node. The central node creates a sorted list of edge weights. Each sensor can be paired with every grid position resulting in a list of edge weights whose number is n 2 . A binary search is conducted on the edge list and the midpoints of the edge weight list are fed as the parameter k to HungarianK. During the binary search, a feasible solution will result in high being reduced otherwise low is increased. The running time for a solution will be O(n 3 log n), where O(n 3 ) is for each running of Hungarian Method and O(log n) for the binary search. We provide two practical improvements for this experiment. We used the index associated with the generated k instead of the current high for the construction of the next midpoint as we know k <= k. This algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Calculate the minimax sensor assignment.
Require: Lst is a sorted list of distances between sensors and grid points Require: Hungarian is a function that takes S Sensors, GP GridPoints, E Edges, and minimum inadmissible edge weight. Hungarian returns an assignment the max edge weight in the solution.
D. Auction based assignment of sensors to grid points
The classic Hungarian method provides a centralized optimal solution to our assignment problem. To reduce computation cost, we present in this section a centralized approximate solution to the problem of assigning sensors to grid positions using auction algorithms [45] . Auction algorithms offer a reduced computational expense to the Hungarian method, while delivering close approximations to the optimal solution.
Auction algorithms arrive at an approximately optimal solution based on a set of agents bidding for the same resource, where each sensor labeled as i is bidding to be assigned to a particular grid position labeled as j. Each sensor associates a utility, which in our case is inversely proportional to a sensor's distance to a grid point. Let u ij denote the utility of assigning sensor i to grid point j. Closer grid points have a higher utility to a sensor. Thus a sensor is willing to pay an increased price to compete for a grid point that maximizes its utility. The global known price for grid point j is denoted by p j . The value u ij − p j derives the benefit a sensor i achieves by being assigned to grid point j. Therefore, if the price at a particular grid point increases then a sensor will opt for a grid point with a lower utility and a higher benefit if it exists.
The algorithm starts by constructing an arbitrary assignment of sensors to grid positions. If each sensor derives the maximum benefit from its current assignment then the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, a sensor i seeks to be associated with j i , which maximizes its benefit as shown in Eq 4.
Once the optimal candidate is identified, i raises p j by the amount of Increase, which is the difference between the best benefit and the next best benefit. Now sensor i is associated with j i and whoever j i was associated with is associated with j. As j i has the optimal benefit, BestBen ≥ N extBestBen, therefore Increase ≥ 0.
N extBestBen = max
It could turn out that BestBen = NextBestBen, i.e. a sensor derives the same benefit from being assigned to either of two separate grid positions. In that case, the bid increment would be zero. This could lead to repeated exchanges among a small group of sensors without increasing the price. This would result and an infinite loop and the system would fail to converge. To force convergence, we require that any bid must increase the price. To accomplish this in the algorithm, we replace Eq 6 with Eq 10 with a positive value ε. Further, we say that the system is in ε-equilibrium if each sensor is no more than ε off the maximum benefit possible. We accomplish this by substituting Eq 4 with Eq 9.
We present an example to show how infinite loops might occur during the bidding process in phase two based on Eq 4 and Eq 6. Suppose that the sensors have limited movement so that S 0 can only bid for position G 0 . Suppose that S 1 − S 3 are equidistant from G 1 and G 3 . Then the sensors derive the same utility, denoted by U , from being assigned to G 1 or G 3 . Suppose they can move all the way to G 2 , but it would drain their energy reserves almost completely. Thus, G 2 offers a small non-zero utility to the sensors, which we denote by .1×U . Finally, suppose the initial mapping is
To keep this example as simple as possible we remove S 0 and G 0 from our example. This configuration is depicted in Figure 7 . The resulting infinite loop is presented in Table I . The top two benefits are identical for all the sensors and the initial price for all grid points is zero. Therefore, sensors S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 will wind up endlessly swapping assignments.
If we substitute in Eq 9 and Eq 10 we see the prices associated with being assigned to a grid point increasing. This is depicted in Table II . During each round of bidding the price for either G 1 or G 3 is increased by at least ε. Let mε be the first price that exceeds the utility U . When such a price is reached for either grid point, the benefit (U − mε) < 0. At this point, the small utility (.1×U ), offered by G 2 to any sensor and its zero price will cause a sensor to prefer to be assigned to G 2 . Once a sensor chooses G 2 , we will have a feasible assignment and the algorithm can terminate. As demonstrated, if a feasible assignment exists then this algorithm is guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps (see [45] for details). Once complete, sensors move from their deployment positions to their assigned grid positions. 
E. Performance Evaluation
We use simulations to evaluate how the approximate solution might perform under our assumed deployment strategy and give some comparisons to the optimal solution. The average ocean depth is 3,790m [46] . Specialized submarines such as the Trieste can dive to 11,015m in the water [47] . Other mainstream submarines such as the Komsomolets series have dived to 1,300m [48] . Our simulations propose a sensor network that would be able to detect submarines up to 3,790m.
Recent papers have stated that commercial motes with magnetometers can detect submarines at distances of several hundred meters [28] . For our simulation, we chose a fixed detection range of 460m and if sensors are deployed every 640m in a grid pattern there will be no uncovered space. A column of six sensors with the first being deployed at a depth of 320m allows coverage of 3840m. We allow for our sensors to sink from between 320m to 3520m. The resulting cube's depth is 3200m. Modern submarines are capable of a submerged launch of anti-aircraft missiles [3] . This requires dispersal from a high flying plane to minimize the risk of being shot down during deployment. We allow sensors to drift away from the drop position with a radius up to 160m in any direction, so a cube's width is 320m. Finally, each sensor column is 640m apart. We assume that the aircraft uniformly drops sensors from the first column to the final column. The length of a cube ranges from 1920m to 55680m. Our simulations were run on an Intel Xeon TM 3.20GHz CPU. The operating system was Red Hat Fedora Core 8. All software was written in Python.
F. Performance of the centralized optimal solution
First, we compare the running time of the traditional Hungarian Method and our variant HungarianK for different sized cubes. The former computes the minimum total weight solution and the latter computes the minimum maximum edge weight. represents the number of sensor columns being tested, which each sensor column being comprised of six sensors. The yaxis represents the total computation time required to achieve a result. This graphic shows that the computation time for computing HungarianK is within O(n 3 log n). Figure 9 depicts the maximum movement any one sensor must travel to get to its optimal assignment. The x-axis is as before. The y-axis represents the maximum distance any one sensor must travel. As the network size increases, the Hungarian Method requires more movement from sensors. Figures 8 and 9 show that there is a tradeoff to be made between computation time/energy and the total movement distance. This is an important consideration in energy constrained environments where movement consumes far more energy than computation.
G. Performance of the centralized approximate solution
To seed the initial assignment during each run, we associated each sensor to an arbitrary grid position for all but the last experiment. This mapping was chosen to allow for an unbiased estimate of how quickly the system would converge. After some initial analysis, we chose five different values of ε to show how the system behaved. The values chosen were 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0. Each experiment computed a result using a single value of ε.
In the last experiment we started the search for a solution with ε = 10.0. Once a feasible solution was determined, the solution was used as an initial assignment to find a solution with ε = 5.0. Any of previous assignments who satisfy the reduced maximal travel distance imposed can be used as part of the solution.
Those re-used assignments may not the be optimal, however as they are acceptable we can use them as a partial solution. This reduces the remaining assignments to be computed and thefore reduces the overall time complexity. This search strategy can be considered as a simulated annealing process [49] . We continued to reduce the ε value until ε = 0.5. Our simulations show how varying values of ε impact finding the optimal match between sensors and grid positions. We discuss different tradeoffs arising from varying the values of ε. The annealed-search based auction is denoted in the figures by the lines ε = V ar.
In Figure 10 , the x-axis represents the number of columns in the network with 6 sensors per column. The y-axis represents the average maximum number of bids any sensor makes to be associated with the grid position of its choosing. We can see that smaller values of ε result in a far higher number of bids. The annealed search results in generating numbers of bids similar to the smallest value of ε. For simplicity, this simulation assumes that all sensors communicate in a synchronous fashion with no communications loss.
In Figure 11 , the x-axis is the same and the y-axis represents the total number of bids placed in the average case of the bidding process. As the network size increases, the total number of bids for smaller values of ε increase very quickly. If small values of ε are chosen in a real world deployment, the large volume of messages required to be transmitted and received would have a significant impact on battery lifetime. This would result in a tradeoff of sensor lifetime versus coverage.
In Figure 12 , the x-axis is the same and the y-axis represents the maximum number of meters any sensor must travel. The smaller the value of ε, the shorter the travel distance for any sensor. In this case, the annealed search out performs all others. On average, the Hungarian method requires 1.34 times the distance of the annealed search and the modified Hungarian method with binary search, denoted by HungarianK, is .75 times better than the annealed search.
In Figure 13 , the x-axis is the same and the y-axis represents the computation time of the approximate solution. For the annealed search, we see that the computation is more expensive when the number of sensor columns is smaller. As the number of sensor columns increase, the annealed search offers a noticeable computational improvement over smaller values of ε. In general, the computation of the Hungarian method is comparable to when ε = .5. The HungarianK function grows O(log n) faster making it difficult to simultaneously display all curves in a single graph. 
H. Discussion
In this Section, we started by using an optimal centralized solution to construct a barrier. The solution resulted in the minimum energy being expended for construction. The solution provides a construction with minimum energy consumption. To improve scalability, we showed how an auction algorithm can produce results similar to the optimal while reducing the computation time required to produce such a result. This work allows us to assert that auction algorithms can be used as a basis for mapping sensors to grid points.
V. DECENTRALIZED SOLUTION
In the last section, we focused on centralized solutions. We assumed an omniscient node in control of the system. This node received positional information without considering communication time. The analysis was restricted to the computation time for finding solutions. First, the centralized solutions required finding a vertical plane that minimized the maximal travel distance required for all sensors to approach it. Once found, a vertical grid based barrier was constructed along the plane following the constraint that sensors minimized their maximal travel distance. We required that there be a one-to-one mapping between sensors and grid points. Further, we allowed sensors to travel an unlimited distance. This guaranteed that a feasible solution existed.
In this section, we develop a model that more realistically simulates the nodes in an underwater environment. We require that the system be decentralized and nodes must elect leaders who will control the local barrier construction. Barrier construction is completed in a stepwise fashion. The zone closest to the first drop zone completes and the next adjacent area begins. This continues until the last zone is reached and the system terminates its construction operation. During the construction, sensors compete to be assigned to grid positions in a zone by sending their positional information to a zone leader for an auction. If a sensor can move to cover a grid position in an adjacent zone, it's information can be forwarded to that zone leader as well. When an auction is complete, the zone leader transmits positional information for each winning bid. The auction attempts to minimize the maximum distance traveled by any one sensor. We relax the requirement that sensors first find the locally optimum line. If we don't there is the possibility that gaps between the locally optimal lines might exist and intruders knowledgeable of our barrier may be able to slip through undetected. Instead, we form the vertical barrier directly along the flight path of the plane.
Sensors have a limited range of movement. A limited travel range means that there may be situations where we can not assign available sensors to cover open grid points. Traditional auctions only guarantee termination when there is a feasible solution. To lessen this risk, we augmented the traditional algorithm. The changes described force the auction to terminate with or without a feasible solution. When a solution does not exist the simulation is terminated.
A. Experimental design 1) Definable inputs:
In order to create an accurate simulation, we modeled the underwater communications channel as a broadcast medium with a bandwidth of 1KBps and a propagation delay of 1500m/s. We allowed sensors to move a maximum distance of 2200m. Currently, there are three major input features to our current system. Our first parameter is packet loss. Packet loss affects the network's ability to produce short routes. Packet loss can lengthen the time required for zone leaders receive and send bid requests and responses. We expect higher packet loss to increase the computation time taken for the system to converge.
The next parameter is sensor density. By placing more than the required amount of sensors in the zone, we can limit the maximum travel distance. As more sensors mean some sensors will have a closer proximity to grid points. On the other hand since the transducer is broadcast based, too many sensors can clog the MAC layer increasing the communication time and thus convergence time.
The final parameter is algorithm initiation time. If we start immediately after discovering the minimum amount of sensors, we will quickly come to a solution. However, nodes on the edges who can not move to cover over zones maybe left out of the solution. This means that we require sensors capable of moving to cover an adjacent zone. This can create a situation where the next zone does not have enough sensors to cover it. Waiting longer allows sensors positional information in our multihop network to arrive at the zone controller and allows us have a better chance to include sensors incapable of moving anywhere else. Increasing the waiting time can increase the time taken to converge at a solution.
We simulated different uniform packet loss levels of 5%, 10%, and 15%. We believe that these values represent low, medium, and high loss levels given a fixed transmission distance and a fixed transmission power. We simulated Back Off timer settings of 30s, 60s, and 90s. When packet loss occurs, our transport layer retransmits unacknowledged packets after 15 seconds. This means that our Back Off intervals allow for at least 1, 3, and 5 retransmissions respectively. These intervals should allow even sensors on a zone's outer boundary the opportunity to be included in the bidding process. We simulated five different density levels for sensors, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0. This spans the range from the minimum sensors required to twice the required sensors.
2) Measurable outputs:
Finally, we analyze how these input factors impact barrier construction. The simulation run has two possible termination possibilities. If the Back Off timer expires and too few sensors have registered with the zone leader who is currently running an auction then the simulation exits with a failure status. If there is no assignment matching sensors to grid points within the sensor's maximal movement distance then the simulation terminates with a failure status. If each zone leader in turn conducts an auction and each auction results in a feasible assignment, the simulation terminates after the final zone leader conducts its auction.
We will analyze how varying these input features will impact our simulation's output variables: auction compute time, total time taken, maximum travel distance, and the number of MAC layer packets exchanged. 3) Obtaining statistical significance: During this experiment, we performed sensitivity analysis to know how varying the input parameters would impact our output variables. Our output variables were the MAC layer statistics, maximum movement distance, finish time, and the total auction time. The method chosen of calculating the number of observations required to draw statistically significant conclusions is given by the Eq 11 and whose development can be found here [50] . In this equation d is the confidence interval centered at µ and Z α/2 is the two-tailed standardized normal statistic value.
We had two issues. We did not know the range of feasible output for any of the variables and we did not have an estimate of σ. Instead of setting an arbitrary value for our confidence interval, we decided to set it as σ k . This approach can be found in [51] . This allows us to estimate the number of observations required without knowing the specific variance of each of the output variables.
We are specifically looking for an estimate within µ ± σ k where k = 4 with a probability of .95 so Z α/2 = 1.96. We assumed that our output variables are normally distributed. Based on that assumption and the equations given, we need to collect 61 observations for an indication of statistical significance of our measured response parameters.
B. Positive experimental results
Each sensor can communicate 1500m and move 2200m. Therefore, each sensor can only interact with at most two zones during a run. We simulated constructing barriers with five zones. We believe even with the interactions that we can consider each zone's results a unique set of measurements. With 13 randomized runs, we were able to collect 65 unique observations. Based on statistical analysis we have developed, we state that this number of observations allows us to draw inferences on the interaction between our input parameters.
Factorial experimental design is a sound technique allowing us to extract the effect of the input parameters(factors) and their interactions on the output response economically. Without such a design, we must perform many more experiments varying only one factor at a time. With factorial designed, we can vary more parameters at a time yet still estimate each parameters individual and collective effects. The interested reader should consult [51] , [52] .
Table IV depicts our interactions. The leftmost column depicts the parameters that varied for the run of that row. The top row denotes the output variable in question. Each of the boxes represents the internal measures interaction of the input parameters on the output variable.
• MAC In -Varying packet loss and density together increase the number of packets received by a sensor. Packets are acknowledged by the end points. So one explanation is that losing a packet inside the mesh and the packet's retransmission becomes more problematic when these parameters increase. The only decrease is when all three are varied simultaneously.
• MAC Out -As with MAC In, the largest increase comes from varying packet loss and density together. The rational previously stated still applies and this result gives credence to those statements. The only decrease is when all three are varied simultaneously.
• MAC Err -Increasing the density increases the MAC error rate as more sensors sending messages increases network contention. As discussed earlier, this suggests that the MAC layer could be improved. Increasing packet loss decreases the errors, further suggesting contention is a problem.
• Maximum Movement Distance -Density is the single factor that decreases a sensor's maximum distance.
However, when density is held constant and packet loss and delay are increased there is, also, a decrease in the travel distance. This suggests that there is an interaction between delay and loss that decreases the travel distance. We believe this is caused by network contention.
• Finish Time -Increasing the loss, density, or delay independently increase the finish time and that is expected. However, when combined there is an interaction that decreases the finish time. The interactions are more pronounced when density is a factor. This suggests that increasing the density can mitigate issues raised by delay or packet loss.
• Total Auction Time -The largest impact to the total auction time was when we varied the density level of the sensors. The existence of more sensors increases the time required to compute a feasible solution. Increasing the density and delay at the same time, also, increases the auction time. Our interpretation is that when we combine the two factors, the increased density creates paths for outliers to reach the zone leader resulting in less lost bids and higher delay assures those bids are considered during the auction. In Figure 14 , the x-axis represents the number of sensor columns with each sensor column being comprised of six sensors. The y-axis represents the total computation time required to achieve a result. This figure takes into account all the communication costs associated with constructing our barrier. It depicts a linear growth rate as opposed to Figure 8 . Figure 15 depicts the maximum movement any sensor travels to get to its optimal assignment. The x-axis is as before. The y-axis represents the maximum distance any sensor travels. The figures depicts that maximal movement distance is not overly affected by increasing the number of zones.
C. Negative experimental results
During our experiments, we observed a number of failures that resulted in the condition of an inability to construct a barrier. Tables V, VI , and VII show the failures experienced by our simulator. One reason for a failure is that the auction did not produce a feasible solution. The available sensors were unable to move far enough to cover all required grid positions. In the tables, this type of failure is listed under the column with the headline No assignment. The other type of failure occurs when not enough sensors have registered with the zone leader at the expiration of the Back Off timer. These failures are listed under the column with the headline Lack of sensors. Table V depicts the failures at a density of 1 sensor per grid point. This is the minimum number of sensors required to construct a one-to-one matching between sensors and grid points. The figures shows that there were few successful constructions at this density. There were no successful constructions with a Back Off timer of 30s and very few with higher settings. In most cases, the failures were the result of there being a lack of sensors available at the start of the auction. Table VI depicts the failures at a density of 1.25 sensors per grid point. There were a high number of successful runs at this sensor density level. With the Back Off timer set at 60s, two of the three experiments did not encounter any failures. In most cases, the failures were the result of the auction failing to produce a feasible solution. Table VII depicts the failures at a density greater than 1.25 sensors per grid point. Here the failure is the exception rather than the rule. In both, the failures depicted in this table there were not enough sensors available at the start of the auction.
D. Pilot study of longer runs
As previously stated, the bulk of the experiments were run with five zones resulting in five auctions. We ran a pilot experiment to show that the simulation would continue to provide linear growth in computation time and increasing the zones would not impact the maximal travel distance required by any one sensor. In the following experiment, we did an extended run of simulating the contruction of a barrier with 10 zones. The parameters we chose were 5% Packet Loss, 30s Back Off timer, and 1.5 sensors per grid point. In Figure 16 , the x-axis represents the number of sensor columns with each sensor column being comprised of six sensors. The y-axis represents the total computation time required to achieve a result. This figure takes into account all the communications cost associated with constructing our barrier. It depicts a linear growth rate even for longer runs. Figure 17 depicts the maximum movement any sensor must travel to get to its optimal assignment. The x-axis is as before. The y-axis represents the maximum distance any sensor must travel. The figures depicts that maximal movement distance is not overly affected by increasing the number of zones. Figure 18 offers an interesting insight. Once the auction has completed, the zone leader informs local sensors of their winning bids and then forwards the termination token onto the next zone leader. As the carrier sense operation takes .5 seconds, the 37th packet will not be transmitted till at least 18 seconds after generation. Thus, the strict FIFO(first in first out) queuing approach has direct impact on the total time taken to arrive at a solution. This does not take into account propagation delay, store and forward delay incurred by intermediate sensor nodes, or possible MAC back off delay due to current packets being rebroadcasted. All these effect the time to some level or another. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have provided a set of early results in barrier construction for detecting underwater intruders where sensors are distributed uniformly at random and modeled by a Poisson Point Process. We showed with such a distribution there are holes through which intruders can pass undtected. This motivated us to analyze contruction methods by moving mobile sensors to coverage positions. First, we examined the centralized optimal solution to the problem. Then we simulated a centralized approximation and a distributed approximation to the optimal solution, where we we also analyzed how sensor density and enviromental factors influence barrier construction.
Directly comparing centralized optimal and distributed approximation is problematic. The centralized approach assumes a leader node who knows the position of sensors without having that information forwarded to him. The distributed approach requires first electing a node that will be in charge, propagating that information, and finally collecting that position in a lossy error prone channel. The centralized approach assumed that every sensor could move to cover any grid point. In the distributed approach there was a limit on a sensor's maximal travel distance. The centralized approach computed one solution and the simulation terminated. The distributed approach computed a partial solution and then forwarded information over the lossy error prone channel to further compute another partial solution and this continued until the total solution was computed. Putting those differences aside there are conclusions we can draw. The centralized optimal approach is not scalable due to its unacceptable computational complexity and the energy used for computation. The decentralized approach offers a scalable approach. We have shown that the computational complexity grows at a linear rate. We have shown that the decentralized approach offers a travel distance that doesn't expand over longer ranges like the centralized approach. This strongly suggests that the dencentralized approach can be considered a replacement for the centralized approach.
We believe that the failures at a sensor density of 1.0 sensors per grid point suggest that with increased Back Off delay's we may have had more opportunities to successfully construct our barrier. A conclusion to draw is more research needs to be done on what the extremal values are needed have a high probability of constructing a barrier with low sensor densities.
Finally, our research suggests that even with simple MAC layer protocols barriers can be constructed using the auction mechanism in a timely fashion. However, our research suggests that more research specifically directed at MAC layer for such a system may lead to decreasing the time required to construct a barrier.
